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The Only Child Mi-ae Seo 2020-02-11 An eerie and absorbing novel following a
criminal psychologist who has discovered shocking and possibly dangerous
connections between a serial killer and her stepdaughter. The book to read for
fans of the movie Parasite. Criminal psychologist Seonkyeong receives an
unexpected call one day. Yi Byeongdo, a serial killer whose gruesome murders
shook the world, wants to be interviewed. Yi Byeongdo, who has refused to speak
to anyone until now, asks specifically for her. Seonkyeong agrees out of
curiosity. That same day Hayeong, her husband’s eleven-year-old daughter from a
previous marriage, shows up at their door after her grandparents, with whom she
lived after her mother passed away, die in a sudden fire. Seonkyeong wants her
to feel at home, but is gradually unnerved as the young girl says very little
and acts strangely. At work and at home, Seonkyeong starts to unravel the pasts
of the two new arrivals in her life and begins to see startling similarities.
Hayeong looks at her the same way Yi Byeongdo does when he recounts the abuse
he experienced as a child; Hayeong’s serene expression masks a temper that she
can’t control. Plus, the story she tells about her grandparents’ death, and her
mother’s before that, deeply troubles Seonkyeong. So much so that Yi Byeongdo
picks up on it and starts giving her advice. Written with exquisite precision
and persistent creepiness, The Only Child is psychological suspense at its very
best.
Schools of Thought Rexford Brown 1993-08-10 As a result of his visits to
classrooms across the nation, Brown has compiled an engaging, thought-provoking
collection of classroom vignettes which show the ways in which national, state,
and local school politics translate into changed classroom practices. "Captures
the breadth, depth, and urgency of education reform".--Bill Clinton.
The Professional: Part 1 Kresley Cole 2013-12-16 From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Kresley Cole comes The Professional—the first scorching
installment in her Game Maker series, an erotica collection that has readers
asking: How hot is too hot? He makes the rules . . . Mafiya enforcer Aleksandr
"The Siberian" Sevastyan’s loyalty to his boss is unwavering, until he meets
the boss’s long-lost daughter, a curvy, tantalizing redhead who haunts his mind
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and heats his blood like no other. Ordered to protect her, Sevastyan will do
anything to possess her as well—on his own wicked terms. Rules are made to be
broken . . . PhD student Natalie Porter had barely recovered from her first
sight of the breathtakingly gorgeous Sevastyan before the professional hit man
whisks her away to Russia, thrusting her into a world of extreme wealth and
wanton pleasures. With every day she spends under his protection, she falls
deeper under his masterful spell. Are you ready to play? Yet all is not as it
seems. To remove Natalie from an enemy’s reach, Sevastyan spirits her into
hiding. From an opulent palace in Russia to the decadent playgrounds of the
mega-wealthy in Paris, the two lovers will discover that even their darkest—and
most forbidden—fantasies can come true…
The Second Self Sherry Turkle 1985 Examines the effect of the new "computer
culture" on both children and adults and theorizes that computers are
responsible for the new wave of mechanical determinism and a revival of
mysticism and spirituality
The Laser Video Disc Companion Douglas Pratt 1995
Ramble Book: Musings on Childhood, Friendship, Family and 80s Pop Culture Adam
Buxton 2020-09-03 A RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK ‘An affectionate and revealing
account ... Funny, sad, real, rueful.’ The Times ‘Warm, rambling and selfaware’ Guardian The long-awaited, rambling, tender, and very funny memoir from
Adam Buxton
Driven K. Bromberg 2016-09-05 From New York Times Best-Selling Author K.
Bromberg comes an unforgettable series about lust, love, redemption, and
healing... Our paths should never have crossed. Colton Donavan was arrogant,
exuded that bad boy vibe, and embodied everything I never wanted. And yet all
it took was one night, one hallway, and one stolen kiss for me to know I hated
him and desired him instantly. My heart was healing. His soul was damaged. But
with one bid, one little boy, and one carnival date, I couldn’t walk away and
he wouldn’t let me in. This is our story. Our fight. Our perfectly imperfect
love.
The Pegasus 1947
The Print Swap - a Project by Feature Shoot Alison Zavos Lexie 2020-07-27
Photography book featuring a selection of images curated by Alison Zavos and
Lexie Alley from Feature Shoot's ongoing project, The Print Swap
Sex, Politics, and Putin Valerie Sperling 2015 Is Vladimir Putin macho, or is
he a "fag"? Sex, Politics, and Putin investigates how gender stereotypes and
sexualization have been used as tools of political legitimation in contemporary
Russia. Despite their enmity, regime allies and detractors alike have wielded
traditional concepts of masculinity, femininity, and homophobia as a means of
symbolic endorsement or disparagement of political leaders and policies. By
repeatedly using machismo as a means of legitimation, Putin's regime (unlike
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that of Gorbachev or Yeltsin) opened the door to the concerted use of gendered
rhetoric and imagery as a means to challenge regime authority. Sex, Politics,
and Putin analyzes the political uses of gender norms and sexualization in
Russia through three case studies: pro- and anti-regime groups' activism aimed
at supporting or undermining the political leaders on their respective sides;
activism regarding military conscription and patriotism; and feminist activism.
Arguing that gender norms are most easily invoked as tools of authoritybuilding when there exists widespread popular acceptance of misogyny and
homophobia, Sperling also examines the ways in which sexism and homophobia are
reflected in Russia's public sphere.
Monica's Story Andrew Morton 1999-08-15 Recounts how an improper relationship
and broken confidences led to threats of jail, public humiliation, and
prejudgement in the media
Top 10 Ways To Kill Your Sister Steve Hudgins 2020-02-21 Imagine the look on
your sister's face when they see you reading this book. If you're really
looking for the top 10 ways to kill your sister, stop what you are doing and
seek psychiatric help immediately! For the rest of you, bring some dark humor
to your day! This book is all about the reaction you get when someone sees it
sitting on your desk or if they witness you actually reading it! Take it on a
trip. Chill out with it in the living room. There is a funny little story
within the book, but that's secondary to the response you'll get when people
catch a glimpse of you with this! Great for a practical joke or some light
hearted black humor, this prank book will surely bring a demented smile to the
faces of those who share the same morbid sense of humor as you. Also makes a
great gag gift for a brother, sister, relatives or anyone who enjoys some sick
death humor. Fun for the whole dysfunctional family!
Gutbliss Robynne Chutkan M.D. 2014-10-07 A renowned physician shares her
complete 10-day digestive tune-up for women, with important revelations about
good gastrointestinal health. Many so-called cures for women’s bloating and
indigestion, from juice cleanses to specialty diets, are based on junk science.
For women seeking true relief from that overall feeling of discomfort in any
size jeans, Dr. Robynne Chutkan has the perfect plan for feeling light, tight,
and bright in ten days. Gutbliss offers: A primer on the real reasons for
gastrointestinal distress, and why it’s much more common in women A look at the
debilitating side effects of supposedly healthy habits—from Greek yogurt to
bloat-inducing aspirin An expert analysis of symptoms that could indicate a
serious underlying condition An indispensable checklist to pinpoint the exact
cause of your bloating Just a few small changes in diet, lifestyle, and
exercise can make a huge difference in a woman’s digestive health, but the
changes have to be the right ones. Going beyond the basics of top sellers such
as Wheat Belly, Dr. Chutkan’s Gutbliss empowers women to take control of their
gastrointestinal wellness.
Dictee Theresa Hak Kyung Cha 2001 This autobiographical work is the story of
several women. Deploying a variety of texts, documents and imagery, these women
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are united by suffering and the transcendance of suffering.
Why We Sleep Matthew Walker 2017-10-03 "Sleep is one of the most important but
least understood aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity ... An explosion
of scientific discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new light on this
fundamental aspect of our lives. Now ... neuroscientist and sleep expert
Matthew Walker gives us a new understanding of the vital importance of sleep
and dreaming"--Amazon.com.
Cat Person Kristen Roupenian 2018-05-03 She thought, brightly, This is the
worst life decision I have ever made! And she marvelled at herself for a while,
at the mystery of this person who’d just done this bizarre, inexplicable thing.
Margot meets Robert. They exchange numbers. They text, flirt and eventually
have sex – the type of sex you attempt to forget. How could one date go so
wrong? Everything that takes place in Cat Person happens to countless people
every day. But Cat Person is not an everyday story. In less than a week,
Kristen Roupenian’s New Yorker debut became the most read and shared short
story in their website’s history. This is the bad date that went viral. This is
the conversation we’re all having. This gift edition contains photographs by
celebrated photographer Elinor Carucci, who was commissioned by the New Yorker
to capture the image that accompanied Kristen Roupenian’s Cat Person when it
appeared in the magazine. You Know You Want This, Kristen Roupenian’s debut
collection, will be published in February 2019.
The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart, and Journal of the Household 1871
All the Mowgli Stories Rudyard Kipling 2017-05-18 All the Mowgli Stories is a
collection of all nine of Rudyard Kipling's stories about the feral man-cub
whose adventures sat at the heart of The Jungle Book is sure to delight readers
young and old. Designed to appeal to the booklover, the Macmillan Collector's
Library is a series of beautiful gift editions of much loved classic titles.
Macmillan Collector's Library are books to love and treasure. This edition of
All the Mowgli Stories is beautifully illustrated by Stuart Tresilian and
includes an afterword by the editor Marcus Clapham. Separated from his human
parents, Mowgli is raised by wolves, mentored by the cunning panther Bagheera,
and taught the Law of the Jungle by Baloo, the strict but kindly bear. But the
Indian jungle is full of dangers and he must fight to survive; the tiger, Shere
Khan, has sworn to kill him, the sinister monkey residents of the Cold Lairs
wish to kidnap him, and his home is threatened by the Cobra and the Red Dog.
Reflections in Black Deborah Willis 2002 Shows that the history of black
photographers intertwines with the story of African American life, as seen
through photographs ranging from antebellum weddings and 1960s protest marches,
to portraits of contemporary black celebrities.
Parachute Rigger Handbook Faa 2018-10-30
Beyond Continuity Cybulski Mary 2014-04-29 First published in 2013. A guide to
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the craft of script supervising, Beyond Continuity features practical
instruction through real-world examples demonstrating and explaining the skills
needed by a professional script supervisor. Mary Cybulski, one of Hollywood's
premier script supervisors, imparts her sage wisdom as she walks you through
the process of training and working as a professional script supervisor,,
covering the basic skills of breaking down a script, taking notes on set,
matching, cheating, determining screen direction, and knowing what the
director, actors, and editor expect from a script supervisor. She also details
many of the more subtle, but just as important skills- how to get a job, how to
think like an editor, how to tell what is important in a script and on set, how
to get along with the cast and crew, and how not to get overwhelmed when there
is too much information to process.
Murder in Bollywood Shadaab Amjad Khan 2015-06-15 ‘Someone at this table has
killed before, and someone at this table will kill again.’ Nikhil Kapoor,
Bollywood’s biggest film director, made this shocking proclamation to his
friends one night. Sameer Ali Khan, Bollywood’s badshah, seethed with rage.
Nyra Oberoi, filmdom’s queen-in-waiting, turned her face away. Ishan Malhotra,
producer extraordinaire, laughed out loud, while Kiki Fernandez, dress designer
to the stars, looked afraid. Two nights later, both Nikhil and his wife,
leading actress Mallika Kapoor, were found dead. It is up to Senior Inspector
Hoshiyar Khan to solve the puzzle.
The Lost Boy Ayik Chut Deng 2020-03-31 As a boy living in the Dinka tribe in
what is now South Sudan, the youngest country in the world, Ayik Chut Deng was
a member of the Sudanese People’s Liberation Army (SPLA). During his time as a
child soldier, he witnessed unspeakable violence and was regularly tortured by
older boys. At age nineteen, he and his family escaped the conflict in Sudan
and resettled in Toowoomba, Australia. But adjusting to his new life in smalltown Queensland was more difficult than he anticipated. He was suffering from
post-traumatic stress disorder that was misdiagnosed as schizophrenia, leading
to years of erratic behaviour on the wrong medication. He struggled with drugs
and alcohol, fought with his family and found himself in trouble with the law
before he came to the painful realisation that his behaviour was putting his
life, as well as the lives of his loved ones, at risk. As an adult now living
in Brisbane, Ayik is a father, working as an actor and volunteering at his
local youth centre. Overcoming a childhood filled with torture and war was a
process of lifelong learning, choices and challenges that included a remarkable
chance encounter with a figure from his past, and an appearance on national
television. The Lost Boy is an honest and revealing account of the complexities
of trauma, and one man’s story of how he got to where he is today.
The Official Guide to the GRE General Test, Third Edition Educational Testing
Service 2016-12-29 Get the only official guide to the GRE® General Test that
comes straight from the test makers! If you're looking for the best, most
authoritative guide to the GRE General Test, you've found it! The Official
Guide to the GRE General Test is the only GRE guide specially created by ETS-the people who actually make the test. It's packed with everything you need to
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do your best on the test--and move toward your graduate or business school
degree. Only ETS can show you exactly what to expect on the test, tell you
precisely how the test is scored, and give you hundreds of authentic test
questions for practice! That makes this guide your most reliable and accurate
source for everything you need to know about the GRE revised General Test. No
other guide to the GRE General Test gives you all this: • Four complete, real
tests--two in the book and two on CD-ROM • Hundreds of authentic test
questions--so you can study with the real thing • In-depth descriptions of the
Verbal Reasoning and Quantitative Reasoning measures plus valuable tips for
answering each question type • Quantitative Reasoning problem-solving steps and
strategies to help you get your best score • Detailed overview of the two types
of Analytical Writing essay tasks including scored sample responses and actual
raters' comments Everything you need to know about the test, straight from the
test makers!
Health and Safety Needs of Older Workers Institute of Medicine 2004-03-26
Mirroring a worldwide phenomenon in industrialized nations, the U.S. is
experiencing a change in its demographic structure known as population aging.
Concern about the aging population tends to focus on the adequacy of Medicare
and Social Security, retirement of older Americans, and the need to identify
policies, programs, and strategies that address the health and safety needs of
older workers. Older workers differ from their younger counterparts in a
variety of physical, psychological, and social factors. Evaluating the extent,
causes, and effects of these factors and improving the research and data
systems necessary to address the health and safety needs of older workers may
significantly impact both their ability to remain in the workforce and their
well being in retirement. Health and Safety Needs of Older Workers provides an
image of what is currently known about the health and safety needs of older
workers and the research needed to encourage social polices that guarantee
older workers a meaningful share of the nation's work opportunities.
A New English-Hindustani Dictionary S. W. Fallon 1883
Beautiful ferns Beautiful ferns 1871
The Mysterious Affair at Styles Agatha Christie 2017-06-19 Late one night, the
residents of Styles wake to find Emily Inglethorp dying of what proves to be
strychnine poisoning. Hastings, a houseguest, enlists the help of his friend
Hercule Poirot, who is staying in the nearby village, Styles St Mary. Poirot
pieces together events surrounding the murder. On the day she was killed, Mrs
Inglethorp was overheard arguing with someone, most likely either her husband,
Alfred, or her stepson, John. Afterwards, she seemed quite distressed and,
apparently, made a new will - which no one can find. She ate little at dinner
and retired early to her room with her document case. The case was later forced
open by someone and a document removed. Alfred Inglethorp left Styles earlier
in the evening and stayed overnight in the nearby village, so was not present
when the poisoning occurred. No one knows exactly when or how the strychnine
was administered to Mrs Inglethorp... Get Your Copy Now.
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The Books in My Life Henry Miller 1969 In this unique work, Henry Miller gives
an utterly candid and self-revealing account of the reading he did during his
formative years.
Mr Right Across the Street (The Kathryn Freeman Romcom Collection, Book 4)
Kathryn Freeman 2021-01-22 The perfect pick me up romcom for fans of Beth
O’Leary, Sophie Kinsella and Sophie Ranald!
Welcome to Dead House (Classic Goosebumps #13) R.L. Stine 2011-08-01 Enter at
your own Risk: The first ever Goosebumps. Now with creepy bonus features! 11year-old Josh and 12-year-old Amanda just moved into the oldest and weirdest
house on the block--the two siblings think it might even be haunted! But of
course, their parents don't believe them. You'll get used to it, they say. Go
out and make some new friends. But the creepy kids are not like anyone Josh and
Amanda have ever met before. And when they take a shortcut through the cemetery
one night, Josh and Amanda learn why.
The Beach Reads Book Club (The Kathryn Freeman Romcom Collection, Book 5)
Kathryn Freeman 2021-06-30 Welcome to the Beach Reads Book Club. Where love is
just a page away... ‘I would run through fire to be part of this kind of
bookclub, with books that make us smile and cry and laugh. Never have I seen my
view of rom com and beach reads better expressed than in this wonderful book’
Genevieve, reader review
Shuggie Bain Douglas Stuart 2021-03-12 A heart-wrenchingly moving first novel
set in Glasgow during the Thatcher years, Shuggie Bain tells the story of a
boy's doomed attempt to save his proud, alcoholic mother from her addiction.
Viewfinders Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe 1993 An historical survey of the work of
Black women photographers presents a selection of photographs from the past one
hundred years, and comments on the career of each photographer
My Son Marshall, My Son Eminem Debbie Nelson 2008 Provides a detailed account
of the rap musician's childhood and early career from the perspective of his
mother, including behavioral problems and depression in his youth and his
fabricated past that slandered his mother.
They Ask, You Answer Marcus Sheridan 2019-08-06 The revolutionary guide that
challenged businesses around the world to stop selling to their buyers and
start answering their questions to get results; revised and updated to address
new technology, trends, the continuous evolution of the digital consumer, and
much more In today’s digital age, the traditional sales funnel—marketing at the
top, sales in the middle, customer service at the bottom—is no longer
effective. To be successful, businesses must obsess over the questions,
concerns, and problems their buyers have, and address them as honestly and as
thoroughly as possible. Every day, buyers turn to search engines to ask
billions of questions. Having the answers they need can attract thousands of
potential buyers to your company—but only if your content strategy puts your
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answers at the top of those search results. It’s a simple and powerful equation
that produces growth and success: They Ask, You Answer. Using these principles,
author Marcus Sheridan led his struggling pool company from the bleak depths of
the housing crash of 2008 to become one of the largest pool installers in the
United States. Discover how his proven strategy can work for your business and
master the principles of inbound and content marketing that have empowered
thousands of companies to achieve exceptional growth. They Ask, You Answer is a
straightforward guide filled with practical tactics and insights for
transforming your marketing strategy. This new edition has been fully revised
and updated to reflect the evolution of content marketing and the increasing
demands of today’s internet-savvy buyers. New chapters explore the impact of
technology, conversational marketing, the essential elements every business
website should possess, the rise of video, and new stories from companies that
have achieved remarkable results with They Ask, You Answer. Upon reading this
book, you will know: How to build trust with buyers through content and video.
How to turn your web presence into a magnet for qualified buyers. What works
and what doesn’t through new case studies, featuring real-world results from
companies that have embraced these principles. Why you need to think of your
business as a media company, instead of relying on more traditional (and
ineffective) ways of advertising and marketing. How to achieve buy-in at your
company and truly embrace a culture of content and video. How to transform your
current customer base into loyal brand advocates for your company. They Ask,
You Answer is a must-have resource for companies that want a fresh approach to
marketing and sales that is proven to generate more traffic, leads, and sales.
More Money for Shoes Melissa Browne 2012 An accountant is not particularly
blessed with the most fashion forward reputation – think brown cardigans and
stiff black suits rather than floral jackets and four inch heels.Yet accountant
and coaching expert Melissa Browne is a master at removing the bland from
business (and her wardrobe). Her innovative, illustrated book, More Money for
Shoes, shows us that building a successful and profitable business can be just
like shaping a fabulous wardrobe. The book couples business essentials with
relatable fashion analogies, navigating the often intimidating world of
business ownership. From composing goals and plans, to dealing with the often
feared critical numbers, Mel will show you how to organise, throw out, build
and create a business that will work for you.Like a great cocktail ring or a
killer pair of heels, More Money For Shoes is the secret weapon that will take
you from being ordinary to extraordinary in the business world. So strap on
your stilettos, roll up your sleeves and get ready for dramatic and positive
change in your business.About The AuthorAs a multi-business owner and NSW
Telstra Business Award finalist, Melissa doesn’t muck about. Melissa is the
Principle of Accounting & Taxation Advantage and owner of Business Advantage
Coaching specialising in helping business owners realise their goals. It is
this expertise in accounting and coaching that Melissa hopes to share. Using
fashion analogies to explain business essentials, More Money For Shoes
showcases the expanse of Melissa’s knowledge and her accomplished career.In
2001, Melissa started Accounting & Taxation Advantage in the front room of her
house. After 9 years, Melissa launched her second business, Business Advantage
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Coaching, and set up a second office location in North Sydney to support its
Glenbrook site. The company’s goal is to change the lives of clients by helping
them minimise tax, generate and retain wealth and become better businessowners. Melissa, through first-hand experience, knows what it takes to go from
running a good business to running a great business — and a great
wardrobe!Melissa has won numerous local business awards and is regularly asked
to speak at events both about her success as a business owner as well as the
success she has had with her workflow method. She is currently completing her
MBA at MGSM.Her love for fashion coupled with her accounting and coaching
expertise has inspired Melissa to produce More Money for Shoes — unique expose
on translating the often- intimidating world of business.
The Anti-Viral Gut Robynne Chutkan, M.D. 2022-11-01 A practical plan for
strengthening the incredible antiviral defenses located in your gut and
resolving symptoms—from a renowned gastroenterologist and the author of
Gutbliss. Multiple studies have now confirmed a dramatic link between the
health of our microbiome—the trillions of bacteria that live in our digestive
tract—and our likelihood of getting devastating viral illnesses like COVID-19.
Low-fiber diets, limited exposure to nature, and overzealous use of
pharmaceuticals have messed up our microbiome, making many of us more
susceptible to viruses than we naturally should be. But the good news is that
unlike our genes, our microbiome is constantly evolving, offering a pathway
back to health for those who are suffering, and proven protection for those who
want to stay well. In The Anti-Viral Gut, Dr. Robynne Chutkan explains this
groundbreaking research and offers a prescriptive plan for anyone trying to
avoid or recover from a viral illness to rehab their gut microbes and restore
their health. In this powerful road map to strengthening the gut-immune system,
Chutkan gives practical advice for balancing both your internal and external
environment by optimizing diet, exercise, sleep, and time outdoors to boost
your host defenses and overall health. The Anti-Viral Gut includes: a step-bystep nutrition plan, including recipes to improve your good gut bacteria and an
explanation of which foods and preparation methods bring you the fastest
results protocols for replacing immune-suppressive, microbiome-disruptive
medications with safer alternatives guidelines for exercise, sleep hygiene, and
stress reduction methods for working mindfulness, breathwork, and meditation
into your daily routine advice on maximizing the potent antiviral effects of
nature Complete with inspiring stories from Dr. Chutkan’s own patients who have
battled COVID-19, The Anti-Viral Gut will empower readers to jump-start their
journey toward healing.
The Times Index 1999 Indexes the Times, Sunday times and magazine, Times
literary supplement, Times educational supplement, and the Times higher
education supplement.
Experimental Techniques for Low-Temperature Measurements Jack Ekin 2006-10-12
Publisher description
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